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1

Introduction

1.4

1.1

Why has this document been produced?

Appraisals identify and describe the features which contribute to the
special architectural or historic interest of a conservation area. As a
Supplementary Planning Document, the appraisal is a ‘material
consideration’ in the determination of planning decisions, and as such the
information contained within the document should be used to manage
change in a manner sensitive to the character and appearance of the
conservation area.

Daventry District Council is currently undertaking reviews of existing
conservation areas within the District, and assessing the designation of
new conservation areas where appropriate. The conservation area in Long
Buckby was reviewed and designated in 2020-21. The Grand Union Canal
Conservation Area runs to the south west of the village through Long
Buckby Wharf.

1.2

What status does this document have?

This document has been adopted as a Supplementary Planning Document.
As such it will be a material planning consideration in the determination of
planning decisions.

1.3

What is the purpose of this appraisal?

Additionally, a Management Plan for the conservation area has been
produced, which can be found at Section 10. The appraisal identifies both
positive elements of the conservation area, and those under threat, for
which recommendations have been provided to guide future management
of change.
This appraisal has been produced in accordance with current guidance
from Historic England Conservation Area Appraisal, Designation and
Management 2019, as well as national and local policy and legislation.

Public Consultation
1.5

An eight week consultation period took place ending on 18th January
2021. The Parish Council, District Councillors and other consultees and
local residents who had asked to be so, were notified.
A public drop-in session was held at the Long Buckby Community Centre
on Thursday 10th January 2019 3:30-7:30pm. An online consultation
session was held via Zoom during the consultation period on 16th
December 2020, attended by members of the public.

How is this document structured?

The appraisal begins with an introduction to conservation areas and
background policy and legislation. There follows a summary of the special
interest of the conservation area, and details of how the area has
historically developed. In the Spatial Analysis, there is a summary of the
spatial elements, an assessment of areas of archaeological interest, open
spaces, views and green infrastructure. An Architectural analysis follows,
giving details of common building materials, styles, scale and massing, as
3

well as boundary treatments. Design guidance follows on from this in
Section 8.
Section 9 sets out proposals for candidates for the local list, as well as an
Article 4 Direction for the conservation area. Section 10 is a Management
Plan which identifies threats to the character of the conservation area, and
sets out recommendations for its future management.

1.6

Who is this document intended for?

This document is intended for anyone with an interest in development
which may affect the character or appearance of the Long Buckby
Conservation Area or its setting. This includes, but is not limited to,
homeowners, developers, statutory undertakers, planning officers and
inspectors.
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2

Policy and Legislation

to stop development, but rather to manage change in a way which
preserves rather than erodes the qualities which make it special.

2.1

What is a conservation area?

The National Planning Policy Framework (2018) also encourages Daventry
District Council to provide a positive strategy for conservation, allowing
for,

A conservation area can be defined as an

“…area of special architectural or historic interest, the
character and appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance”.
Section 69 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

These areas contain features and characteristics which make them unique,
locally distinctive, historic places. Conservation areas can take many and
varied forms; those in Daventry District are largely centred on rural
villages, but also include several historic parks, the Grand Union and
Oxford Canals, Daventry Town Centre, and the Daventry Reservoir.

2.2

Why do we designate conservation areas?

Conservation areas protect our nation’s distinct, local heritage. Daventry
District Council has an obligation to asses and designate areas of special
architectural or historic interest as conservation areas. In undertaking this
duty, the Council must then pay special attention to the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of designated
conservation areas. The intention of conservation area designation is not



the opportunity to draw on the contribution made by the historic
environment to the character of a place;



the desirability of sustaining and enhancing its special qualities;



the wider social, cultural and economic benefits which the
conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment can
bring.

2.3 What does it mean to live and work in a conservation
area?
Whilst living or working in a conservation area means some extra planning
considerations, these exist to care for the historic or architectural features
which contribute to a place’s special character. Conservation area controls
are most likely to affect owners who wish to undertake works to the
outside of their building or trees on their property.
Demolition
If you wish to demolish a building within a conservation area you will need
planning permission.
Trees
5

If you wish to cut down, top or lop any tree over 75mm in diameter at
1.5m above ground, you must inform Daventry District Council six weeks
before work begins. This allows the authority to consider the contribution
the tree makes to the character of the area and if necessary create a Tree
Preservation Order to protect it.
Other works
Some works within conservation areas require planning permission:

If you are considering undertaking work to your property and are unsure
about whether it requires permission, please contact the District Council
at plancare@daventrydc.gov.uk.
Setting
Conservation areas are “designated heritage assets” and as such, their
setting is given protection under national policy. This means that
development in the area around a conservation area should have regard to
any impacts on the character or appearance of the conservation area
whether they require planning permission or benefit from permitted
development rights.



Cladding the exterior of a house;



Any side extensions or rear extensions of more than one storey;



Alterations to roofs, including dormer windows;

Please note that works may also require Listed Building Consent.



The installation or satellite dishes and antennae;

2.4



Demolition or erection of walls, gates and fences over 1m in
height adjacent to a public highway.

Other minor works remain as ‘permitted development’ within
conservation areas, including the replacement of windows and doors.
Where such changes would harm local character the District Council can
introduce special controls, known as Article 4 directions, that withdraw
particular permitted development rights. The result is that planning
permission is required for these changes.
Daventry District Council is exploring the possible use of Article 4
Directions as part of this conservation area appraisals project. See page 73
for more information.

Further Information

Further information regarding conservation areas can be found on our
website at www.daventrydc.gov.uk/ConservationAreas. For advice relating
to development within conservation areas, please contact the District
Council’s Development Management department via:
Email: plancare@daventrydc.gov.uk or
Telephone: 01327 871100.
Information and advice for those living and working within conservation
areas can also be found on the Historic England website at:
www.historicengland.org.uk/advice/your-home/owning-historicproperty/conservation-area/.
6
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Summary of Special Interest


Special architectural or historic interest can manifest in a variety of forms.
Current guidance from Historic England sets out types of special interest
which have led to designation, including;






Areas with high numbers of designated heritage assets, and a
variety of architectural styles and historic associations
Those linked to a particular industry or individual with a particular
local interest
Where an earlier, historically significant, layout is visible in the
modern street pattern
Where a particular style of architecture or traditional building
materials predominate
Areas designated because of the quality of the public realm or a
spatial element, such as a design form or settlement pattern,
green spaces which are an essential component of a wider historic
area, and historic parks and gardens and other designed
landscapes, including those on the Historic England Register of
parks and gardens of special historic interest.










The special interest of the Long Buckby Conservation Area derives from
the following key characteristics:




The high quality and variety of architecture within the
conservation area, including over 30 listed buildings;
The strong contribution of non-listed properties within the
conservation area, where vernacular ironstone and red brick are
the predominant building materials, along with the use of cob

walling and building, slate roofing and several instances of
retained long-straw thatch;
The retention of a significant medieval planned street layout,
including Market Place, Church Street, West Street, King Street,
The Banks, East Street, Station Road and Harbidges Lane;
The way in which the architecture and spaces indicate the growth
of Long Buckby from the early medieval period through to the 20th
century, including the remains of Long Buckby Castle (known as
The Mounds), a Scheduled Monument, numerous 17th-18th
century high status stone properties, early-19th century
shoemakers outbuildings and later 19th century shoemaking
factories, and a number of 19th century workers houses;
The variety of religious and secular buildings displaying the
settlement’s relative cosmopolitan character, with three chapels,
assembly rooms and one of the first local co-operative centres;
The contribution of historic shopfronts, particularly on High Street,
King Street and Market Place;
The contribution of tranquil, open countryside to the north of St
Lawrence’s Church, which has the potential to hold archaeological
remains from the medieval period;
The contrast of the character to the south of the village,
particularly along Station Road, which is active and semi-urban,
and retains numerous historic properties;
The contribution of views throughout the conservation area,
channelled by the historic street line, as well as significant views
both from the village to the open countryside and from
surrounding footpaths towards the village and key assets such as
St Lawrence’s Church.
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Location and Settlement Context

Long Buckby is a large village located five miles north east of Daventry and
ten miles north west of Northampton. The village is situated a mile to the
east of the Watford Gap, which carries the Grand Union Canal, A5
(formerly Watling Street), the London-Birmingham train line and the M1
motorway. The A5385 runs out of the village towards the north east,
linking up with the A428 at Buckby Folly. This road provides access to
Northampton. The western end of Long Buckby stands on a deposit of
Boulder Clay, with glacial sand and gravel in the east forming higher land.
Locally-sourced ironstone, as well as cob in more humble buildings were
the predominant building materials before the 1820s. After this time, the
availability of lias clay facilitated the development of several brick yards
and local bricks dominated construction for over a hundred years.The
historic core of Long Buckby sits on an outcrop of higher ground which
falls away to the north, south and west. A stream called “The Old Mill
Race” runs to the west of the village; splitting Long Buckby from the
hamlet of Murcott before flowing south into the River Nene. The valley to
the south-west is known as the Watford Gap - a narrow valley which, since
Roman times, has been continuously used as a key route connecting
southern England with the north. An ironstone ridge lies between Long
Buckby and West Haddon in the east; forming the most elevated land in
the vicinity.

According to Northamptonshire’s Environmental Character Assessment,
Long Buckby sits within the “Undulating Hills and Valleys Character Area”.
This large area is characterised by “a consistent pattern of mixed
agricultural land use, land cover and rural settlement; tied together by an
intricate network of hedgerows, copses and shelterbelts”1.
Local landmarks in the village include Long Buckby Ringwork Castle
(Scheduled Monument) and St Lawrence’s Church. Within the wider
countryside, the various infrastructural thoroughfares to the south west
form a significant aspect of the landscape. Vanderplank’s covert to the
north of Long Buckby is another important natural feature.

Figure 1 (right) Location Map
1

Current Landscape Character Assessment. P.131
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4.1

2020
review

An area of study
for the review
undertaken in
2020 is shown on
the map below.
The conservation
area as designated
in March 2021 is
show in yellow.
Figure 2 (right)
Area of study map.
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4.2 Current Conservation Area Boundary

Figure 3 Map showing current conservation area, listed buildings and scheduled monuments.
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Historical Development

Early Buckby
The village of Long Buckby has developed over a period of several hundred
years, resulting in a complex settlement layout. Its form has been
influenced by topographical, manorial and economic factors, the effects of
which can be traced from the pre-medieval period through to the 21st
century.
There is some evidence for archaeological interest in the wider landscape
around Long Buckby. Evidence for prehistoric settlement has been
discovered in the area between Long Buckby and the M1 to the west. This
includes possible Bronze Age barrows indicating settlement in the parish
since ancient times.

Figure 5 Long Buckby Ringwork Castle.

Later settlement of what would become the village of Long Buckby likely
has its origins in the Saxon period. The central part of the village lies on a
ridge of boulder clay, which is not typically a suitable geological location
for habitation. The village appears to have developed on the ridgeline, and
is one of a number of settlements which grew either side of the Watford
Gap, influenced by the significant communication routes. Prior to the
addition of “long” to its name, the village was known as Buckby, denoting
possible pre-medieval Danish origins, indicated by the suffix –by. Buckby
was likely of relatively low status in the Saxon period, but it grew to further
prominence in the early medieval period.

Figure 4 St Lawrence's Church.
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There were two manors in Buckby during the medieval period, one
focussed around the castle (now only the earthen motte ringwork and part
of the bailey remain, and are a Scheduled Monument) and one to the
north around St Lawrence’s Church. The presence of a castle in Long
Buckby during the 11th and 12th centuries denotes some form of
seigneurial importance likely linked to possession of land by the Earls of
Leicester. Medieval castles were often the focal points of early
settlements, and it is likely that the area around Long Buckby castle was
developed with early wooden and earthen buildings which have now been
lost. The area around the castle is now largely developed, but it previously
would have had a more visual relationship with other landmarks such as
the church, and its rural hinterland. It has been suggested that the
medieval Coventry-Northampton road ran to the south of the castle,
which has survived as a hollow-way which continues into the nearby area
of Salem (see the map at Fig 8). Although it is visible at ground level, the
hollow-way could easily be lost if not treated sensitively; it has already
been broken up on the eastern side of Station Road, where it only partially
remains as several footpaths (see map at Fig 8). Other routes connect the
castle to the other manor in the north, namely the roads now known as
Station Road, King Street, Harbidges Lane and West Street. It is quite
possible that these routes were set out in the early medieval period. It is
highly likely that some form of church existed at the same time as the
castle, and the current building (which is grade II* listed) may well have
early medieval foundations. The area to the south of the church enclosed
by Church Street and King Street has a typical early layout, being more-orless a squared oval created by the juncture of several early roads around
the church which is also common for early medieval settlement (see map
at Fig 9). All of these early roads, as well as West and East Street and a

number of smaller lanes, have been retained into the modern village
layout and influenced the structure of the settlement as it is seen today.

Figure 6 Nun's Lane, which may have formed part of the early manor around the church.
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Figure 7 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of Long Buckby 1883.
Figure 8 Map showing Long Buckby and key phases of early development, including the castle, church manor and market place.
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Figure 9 Map showing areas of historical development, detailed in section 5.
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Figure 10 Close up section of map at Figure 9.
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Expansion of early Buckby
The castle was abandoned by the late 13th century, but a market and fair
were established by 1280, probably by the Earl of Lincoln who was by this
time in possession of one of the manors. This involved an extension to the
village beyond the settled areas in the west and north, between the main
manors and Coten (Cotton End). The market enjoyed some success until
the late-14th century, when recession and the Black Death contributed to
its eventual decline. The area of open space which was enclosed and used
for the market can clearly be seen on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey 1885
mapping, and is still evident in the road layout of the village and Market
Place. Considering the short-lived nature and early decline of the market,
the retention of this clear plan form is notable (see map at Fig 9).
Records show that one of the mills which existed in the medieval period
was being used for fulling, which may relate to the sale of woollen cloth at
the Buckby market in the 13th and 14th centuries. In the 16th century a
large number of poor working tenants existed within the village, working in
agriculture and the generally declining woollen industry. Evidence from
settlements such as Kettering and Wellingborough suggests that the
existence of fulling and woollen cloth sales pre-empt urbanisation which
may have led in part to the level of later industrial activity present in the
village in the 17th century and beyond.
The suggested oldest domestic dwelling in the village is Nos.10-12
Harbidges Lane (grade II). It was constructed in the 15th century and
evidence from its structure suggests that it may have been built as a hall
house which was later converted for use as an inn, and then two dwellings.

Several dependent hamlets grew around Buckby, namely Murcott, Salem
and Cotton End. Each of these would have originated as separate
settlements; Murcott remains so, whereas Salem and Cotton End were
gradually absorbed into the central settlement as Buckby expanded in a
linear fashion along West Street and East Street, leading to the creation of
what was later
known
Ridge
andas “Long” Buckby.
Furrow
Whilst these latter two hamlets have become geographically part of the
village over time, they have retained indications of their distinct origins.

Area of former
settlement

Figure 11 LiDAR image of Salem enclosures.

Salem
Salem is laid out around an oval shaped enclosure, which indicates
settlement of at least early-medieval date, which may even pre-date that
of Buckby. Geologically, it is a more appropriate place for agricultural
settlement; LiDAR imaging shows evidence of former settlement including
ridge and furrow in the fields to the south of Salem, indicating that the
hamlet may have shrunk in size, perhaps as Long Buckby grew outwards
(see map at Fig 10).
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The name Salem usually denotes a
settlement associated with nonconformist religious groups such as
Baptists, however there is no evidence
of a chapel at Salem. A collection of
buildings from the late 19th century
and early 20th century does remain in
Salem, including a terrace on what was
known as Hog Lane. These buildings
help to retain the legibility of the
character of Salem as an historic
settlement, as the area around it has
been heavily developed in the 20th and
21st centuries. The houses on Hog Lane
in particular indicate the possible
route of the former CoventryNorthampton road.
Murcott
Murcott appears to have grown as a
hamlet on the opposite side of the
valley to Salem, a common form for
Figure 12 Map of Salem enclosures and historic features.
Saxon settlement to take with the
flood plain separating the two. This
the small flood plain.3 The settlement seems to have grown from two rows
has importantly been retained in this location making the early settlement
of tenements either side of the single road, which then led up to Buckby
form easily readable).2 The name Murcott indicates the “cot on the moor”
past the mill. Like Salem, Murcott also appears to have shrunk in the
or the settlement on the marsh, as is borne out by its location adjacent to
2

Ballinger & Foard (2000), pg 9.

3

Ballinger & Foard (2000), pg 10.
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medieval period, and LiDAR mapping shows what may be
settlement earthworks around the southern side of the road
(see map at Fig 12). Today, the hamlet has a discrete character
apart from Long Buckby and comprises a number of 18th and
19th century farm buildings, including the grade II listed Corner
House, with the flood plain forming an important part of the
area’s rural and agricultural historic character. The hamlet is
visible in views west from Long Buckby.

Area of likely former
settlement

Figure 13 Left- LiDAR imagery of Murcott. Above- map showing historic features of Murcott.
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Cotton End
Cotton End, which lies to the east, has a more linear character than Salem
and also lies on glacial gravel indicating possible pre-medieval settlement.
The geographical name “Cotton” usually refers to “the cottages”, in this
case located at the “end”, which has developed into “Cotton End” and
suggests a small settlement set apart from
Buckby at the end of a road. It is suggested that
Cotton may have been a lesser medieval manor,
first recorded in 1324, and remaining separate
to Buckby throughout the medieval period until
the central expansion.4 19th century mapping
indicates that some of the properties which exist
in Cotton End today were likely to have been
squatters’ cottages, which were usually
temporary houses built on common land later
made permanent by the granting of the land to
the squatter. They are indicated on early
mapping by the way they appear to sit on the
road rather than apart from it. Between Cotton
End and Long Buckby, there is a clear area of
development which mostly dates from the 18th
and 19th centuries, which lead to the
amalgamation of the two settlements (see Fig
13). It largely follows the historic field
boundaries, except in the case of some modern
development which has broken these up.

4

At the easternmost end of Cotton End, the road forks around a small
collection of buildings. The smaller road is a cul-de-sac, but 19th century
mapping shows that this was also a footpath which led to Long Buckby
Wharf.

Figure 14 Map showing historic features in Cotton End.

Ballinger & Foard (2000), pg 10.
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Post-medieval Buckby
Aside from Nos.10-12 Harbidges Lane and St Lawrence’s Church, the
majority of historic buildings in the village date between the 17th and 19th
centuries. There are 25 listed individual properties or groups of buildings
within Long Buckby ranging from grade II to grade II*. The Grange (II), East
Street, Holly House (II*) High Street and Prospect House (II) Skin Yard Lane,
all date from the 17th century. A large proportion of the listed buildings in
Long Buckby date from the 18th century and are spread throughout the
village, largely on High Street, King Street and West Street, with groupings
on Brington Road and Nuns Lane. Many of these are vernacular ironstone
dwellings and outbuildings which may provide evidence of Long Buckby’s
association with the industries of the wool trade in the 17th and 18th
centuries such as woolcombing and weaving. These were the primary
forms of employment in the mid-18th century according to the 1777 Militia
Lists, overtaking agricultural work. The number of poor tenant workers in
the village was still high during this period, providing a ready source of
cheap labour for the new work. Hence, the village’s economy becomes
greatly concentrated on woolcombing and weaving up until the 19th
century. This most likely explains the large amount of inns and alehouses
in the village in the mid-18th century, of which there were 8, a high
number considering that Long Buckby by this time is not located on any
major roads; the Northampton to Dunchurch road, which runs to the
north of the village, was turnpiked in 1738, drawing regular traffic from
the previously major route to Coventry.
The fields of Long Buckby were enclosed by Parliamentary Act in 1766, but
there appear to be a number of pre-parliamentary enclosures surrounding
the village, and some survival of pre-parliamentary ridge and furrow also.
This is particularly clear in the fields to the south east of the village,

adjacent to Brington Road and within the enclosures to the south of
Salem.
In the late 18th and early 19th centuries Long Buckby was the dominant
non-urban settlement involved in the woollen trade in the area. As the
wool trade declined, the industrialisation of the village continued instead
with the growth of the boot and shoe industry, possibly as the result of a
ready source of outworking labour. The industrialisation of the village had
a significant effect on its historic character particularly in the 19th century,
including the construction of factories, outworking buildings, housing and
businesses to supply the workforce. Further housing was constructed in
blocks in the centre of the village, to the north and the east at Sanders
Terrace, The Banks and Holyoake Terrace respectively. The centre of the
village developed a commercial character in the 19th century which is
retained in the current number of businesses which surround the Market
Square and line High Street and parts of King Street and Church Street
travelling north to The Banks. On High Street in particular, there are a
number of late 19th and early 20th century style shopfronts with
characteristic large windows, timber fasciae, cornices, window mullions
and pilasters. These remain as evidence of Long Buckby’s continual
growth. Industrialisation drove development both within the village
centre, as well as on its fringes along East Street and Station Road.
Dwellings and workshops were constructed along the approach roads to
the village which has created pockets of historic development with a clear
19th and 20th century character. Many of the dwellings most likely housed
workers employed in the boot and shoe trade which grew in the village in
the late 18th and 19th centuries, continuing into the 20th century. Whilst
Long Buckby never rivalled settlements such as Kettering and
Northampton in this trade, the number of dwellings, outbuildings, factory
20

buildings and businesses whose premises remain from this time provide
evidence for its local success. There were formerly four boot and shoe
factories in Long Buckby, the Castle Factory, Saunder’s “American
Factory”, the South Place Factory, and Fall’s Factory. Saunder’s and South
Place have both been demolished, whilst Fall’s on Station Road is now the
Long Buckby Community Centre. On King Street, the Castle Factory
remains, now converted to dwellings. It has three storeys and, whilst
modern fenestration has been installed, the number and size of the
window openings and the large carriage entrance indicate its former use.
Other indicators of 19th century growth remain, such as the former Union
Bank, King Street, the Assembly Rooms on Church Street, and numerous
shops along Market Place and High Street. A number of large detached
houses, such as The Manse and Porch House, Market Place, which date
from the 19th century also display the contemporary wealth which was
attracted to the village. The presence of these buildings displays the
commercial and social variety which characterised the village in the 19th
century, drawing people from the surrounding area, leading to expansion.
Whilst only two of the factories remain in any semblance of their former
appearance (Falls and the Castle Factory), there are still a number of
historic outbuildings throughout the village which indicate the scale and
spread of shoemaking in the area. There are excellent grade II listed
examples of 19th century shoe-makers workshops to the rear of Nos. 45-53
East Street, as well as two more non-listed examples to the rears of the
adjacent Nos.57-61. Many houses have small outbuildings to their rear or
side, with large windows and a chimney which indicate their use as
workshops rather than agricultural buildings for example. The images at fig
14 show examples of these buildings, and known examples in the village
are shown at figs 15 and 16. Absence from these maps does not preclude
a buildings value as an asset associated with the shoe and boot industry.

Figure 15 Examples of workshops in the village.
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Figure 16 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map showing locations of existing buildings connected with shoemaking in 1912
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Figure 17 2020 map showing locations of existing buildings associated with the shoe making industry.
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A variety of religious practices are also evident in the buildings which
remain, and may have been contributed to by Long Buckby’s high tenant
labourer population. Three non-conformist chapels exist within the centre,
with the Baptist and Congregational chapels still being used for worship,
whilst the Bethel Chapel on Church Street has been converted into a
dwelling. The village was also a strong Chartist centre, and several boot
and shoe workers’ limited companies were established in the 1860s and
1870s allowing local workers to hold shares. On the corner of High Street
and Church Street stands the former workers’ Co-operative (The Long
Buckby Self-Assistance Industrial Society) created in the early 20th century,
which was one of the first in the country. Further development was
motivated by the arrival of the London and Northwestern Railway at Long
Buckby in 1881. The road to Long Buckby Wharf was then renamed Station
Road, and a number of Victorian and later dwellings were constructed
along its length. The South Place Shoe Factory buildings stood on Station
Road, with the adjacent workers’ housing on Station Road and Rockhill
Road. The former foreman’s house remains next to the modern flatted
development which replaced the factory building when it was demolished.
Similar development occurred at Holyoake Terrace, including workers’
housing, with a foreman’s house and factory premises on East Street.
These are still extant, with the factory having retained a clear industrial
character forming a coherent grouping with the adjacent housing.
In the 20th and 21st centuries a number of housing developments were
built in the village, particularly around the Salem/ Mounts area, along
Station Road and to the north and south of High Street. Some of these
developments have respected the form of historic enclosures, such as at
Berryfield and Lime Avenue, however others have fragmented the

landscape, losing the legibility of the pre-parliamentary enclosures in some
areas.

Figure 18 Above- the former Bethel Chapel on Church Street. Below- Baptist
Chapel on Market Place.
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Figure 19 Top- Market Place,
early 20th century and 2020.
Middle- King Street, early 20th
century and 2020. Bottom- Nuns
Lane, early 20th century and
2020.
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Figure 20 Top- Harbidges Lane, early 20th
century and 2020. Middle- King Street,
early 20th century and 2020. Bottom- King
Street, early 20th century and 2020.
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6
6.1

Spatial Character
Spatial Character Summary

Settlement character is not only formed by the buildings within a
conservation area; but also the spaces between those buildings and other
features of interest. This could include settlement layout, green
infrastructure, trees, open spaces, the public realm, and views. The
contribution of these “spatial” features to the character and appearance
of the conservation area is set out below.

Figure 21 The
Kings Head
Pub (left) and
traditional
terraced
cottages line
the road out
of the village
to the west.

Long Buckby is a large village with many amenities contained within its
historic core. The pre-20th century village is largely laid out along a
ridgeline which runs from Cotton End along East Street, High Street,
Church Street and West Street, and on to Murcott. To the north of St
Lawrence’s there is open countryside and some 19th century housing, and
to the south the road to the railway station is lined with late 19th century
and later housing and modern facilities. Travelling into Long Buckby from
the west and the hamlet of Murcott, an impression is created of the high
land on which the village sits; West Street curves gently upwards and from
the junction with Harbidges Lane the hills can be glimpsed back beyond
Murcott. Buildings dating from the 18th and 19th centuries are spaced
along West Street, including a 19th century corn mill and The Old Gas
House with its interesting and prominent Dutch gable.

Figure 22 Harbidges Lane has a quiet character, and is lined on one side largely by historic
buildings including these terraces.
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Some demolition of historic structures has been undertaken either side of
the road, including buildings possibly associated with the mill and the gas
works on the northern side of the road.
To the south, Syers Green Lane leads to the area known as Salem. The
historic street pattern visible on the 1885 1st edition OS map is still visible,
and the area generally has a rural character created by the narrow,
twisting lanes, rough grass verges and hedgerows. The Salem enclosures
to the north and central enclosure were largely built out in the second half
of the 20th century as Syers Green Close, Jubilee Close and Ewart Close. To
the east there has been modern development between Grasscroft and the
Salem road. Salem House, Field House and part of Holmfield Terrace
appear on the 1885 1st edition OS map, although the latter terrace was
redeveloped around 1905. In contrast to the undeveloped nature of the
area in the early 20th century a number of modern houses of mixed type,
but mainly detached, have been built in Salem during the 20th and 21st
centuries, which has reduced the legibility of its historic character. The
historic enclosures to the south of Salem are still evident as earthworks,
and there are wide views of the open countryside from the track and
footpaths south of Salem House.
Further along West Street, 19th century cottages and the 18th century Old
Kings Head pub (grade II) line the junction with Harbidges Lane which also
leads south to Salem. Harbidges Lane has a similarly rural character, being
narrow and largely enclosed on its western side by historic dwellings and
ironstone walling on its eastern side with later development behind. The
historic properties along Harbidges Lane mainly date from the 18th and
19th centuries with the notable exception of Nos.10-12 (grade II) which
date in part from the 15th century and may well have been a hall house
before being converted later into a pub and then two dwellings.

Figure 23 Harbidges Lane leading to Syers Green Lane- this area, including
Salem, has a secluded character which reflects its origins as a separate
settlement.

Figure 24 Image showing the
alley to the rear of Holmfield
Terrace, which has a traditional
character with small
outbuildings.
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Aside from Nos.10-12 which have a cross wing form, the buildings are
terraced which creates enclosure. Nos.8-8A are modern exceptions which
do not maintain the historic building line, being set back and not in
keeping with the surrounding historic properties. Ironstone is the
dominant building material, although there is some use of red brick at
Nos.4-6. Mature trees to the east and south of Harbidges Lane increase
the sense of enclosure further.
West Street has a straight form, curving sharply south into Kings Street
and gently west into Church Street. It is lined with 18th and 19th century
dwellings which are generally terraced or grouped closely together which
creates enclosure. There is a mix of architectural styles including earlier
18th century ironstone farmhouses, such as the grade II listed Nos.8 and
10, and red-brick Victorian and Edwardian cottages including Jubilee
Cottages and West-End Cottages, both sets of which have 1897 date
stones.

Figure 25 Image showing terraced buildings on West Street viewed from Church Streetnote the strong building line and stepped roofline created by the terrace.

The strong building frontage continues on Church Street, particularly the
southern side, which creates enclosure along the narrow road. To the
northern side of Church Street St Lawrence’s Church and Church Farm are
both enclosed by boundary walling; ironstone around the churchyard and
red brick around the farm.
Church Street has a quiet, rural character which is contributed to by the
churchyard, Church Farm and Nun’s Lane. Church Farm is a complex of
buildings enclosed by a brick wall which has a distinct agricultural
character. Nun’s Lane is narrow an informal, comprised of a terrace of
grade II listed 18th century ironstone cottages which have a strong
vernacular character.

Figure 26 Like West Street, Church Street also has a strong building
line, which create enclosure with the wall of the church yard. The
stepped roofs are also a common feature.
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To the north there are direct views across pasture to the open countryside
which also creates a peaceful atmosphere. To the east Church Street
opens out onto The Banks and then curves south to meet High Street.
Both the former Bethel Chapel and school are located at the eastern end
of Church Street. The Banks stretches away to the north, lined by late 19th
and early 20th century terraced housing. Views northwards give an
impression of the high ground on which Long Buckby sits, creating a wide
vista of the open countryside.
Modern development along Church Street does not follow the form and
pattern of surrounding 19th century development which detracts from its
historic character and is an opportunity for enhancement. Following the
pattern of surrounding brick terraced buildings on Sanders Terrace, Church
Street, West Street and High Street which sit close to the highway with
traditional detailing (see design guidance) would be more sympathetic.

Figure 28 Modern development on Church Street which does not reflect the historic
character of the area.

The junction of High Street, Market Square and King Street is open with
the main larger spaces being the Market Square itself and the area to the
front of the former Union Bank and Peacock public house. This pattern of
widened roads reflects the historic usage of these areas for the early
medieval market, the form of which has been remarkably preserved
considering its early failure.
Market Square, High Street and the eastern part of King Street have a
commercial character created by the number of businesses, most of which
are housed in historical premises also formerly used as shops or other
trades. Traditional shopfronts can be found in this area, particularly on
High Street where several have retained timber fixtures which contribute
greatly to the historic character of the street.

Figure 27 The junction of Market Place and King Street has an open
character reflecting its historic usage for markets. The former bank on
the corner of Market Place and Church Street is a prominent landmark.
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There are several public houses in this area also, most likely historically
motivated by the number of businesses in the centre of the village.
The Market Place has been in existence in some form or another as an
extension to the original settlement since the 13th century. The current
Market Place is lined with commercial business and some dwellings,
mainly historic in character with the exception of Nos.9 and 10, which is a
pair of mid-century houses, and the flatted accommodation above shops
adjacent to the Congregational Chapel. These premises do not contribute
positively to the character of the square.
To the north of the square, the buildings are terraced perhaps reflecting
earlier tenement formations, whilst to the east and south there are the
detached Porch House and The Manse, and the mid-19th century
Congregational Chapel. To the south east of Market Place is the Brington
Road along which stand several ironstone properties including Chard
House and another Manse which is grade II listed. An imposing ironstone
wall runs along the eastern side, creating enclosure on the narrow lane.
The grade II listed United Reformed Chapel and its Sunday School sit at the
end of the row. The grouping, including the yard to the rear of the chapel,
has a distinctly quiet rural and vernacular character, which contrasts to the
centre of the village around Market Place. The old Brington Road then
stretches south, lined with 20th century housing. Upon exiting the village
there is visible ridge and furrow along the Brington Road, which
contributes to the rural historic setting of the village.
Travelling east along High Street, the historic built environment continues
with a strong building line created by mainly red-brick dwellings and
shops, and occasional 18th century ironstone properties such as Holly
House (II*) and The Laurels (II).

Figure 29 Historic shops and dwellings on Market Place, lined close to the highway which
contribute strongly to the historic and architectural charatcer of the area.

Figure 30 Brington Road has a quiet character, winding gently away from
High Street. It is lined with terraced cottages and high stone walling.
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High Street has several historic lanes running south, including Skin Yard
Lane and Knutsford Lane, the latter of which is lined with a mix of modern
and historic properties. On the corner of Knutsford Lane and High Street
stands the substantial terrace at Nos.1-3 Knutsford Lane, opposite a line of
ironstone cottages with a former farmhouse to the rear (grade II listed).

centuries; having a clear vernacular character in the use of ironstone and
local brick, as well as in their form and appearance.

Further along, High Street is lined with red-brick dwellings mainly from the
19th century. At Holyoake Terrace, a terrace of workers’ housing, there is a
cluster of detached red-brick 19th century dwellings which shows the
extension of the village through industrialisation. A former factory remains
to the rear of No.99. A brickfield is shown on 1st edition Ordnance Survey
mapping of 1885 to the east of Cotton End, which was no doubt used to
construct many of the village’s brick cottages.
High Street merges into East Street which has a mix of historic and modern
properties. Several mid-century estates have been built to the north and
south of East Street, including Lime Avenue and Ashmore and some later
developments such as Orchard Rise and Stenhouse Close. East Street leads
through to Cotton End, which is labelled on historic mapping from the 19th
century as the collection of dwellings grouped on the periphery of the
modern village around a small green to the west of the brickfield. From
map analysis it may be that these dwellings originated as squatters’
cottages occupying former grazing land at the side of the road. Between
this area and the centre of the village there are a number of cottages and
farmhouses on East Street, such as Manor Farm, The Old Boat, Nos.93103, The Old Bakehouse and Stone House. Whilst there have been a
number of modern properties built along East Street, the historic dwellings
and outbuildings provide some evidence of the form of historic
development along East Street towards Cotton End from the 18th and 19th

Figure 32 Brick terraced housing and detached larger 19th century houses on High Street,
looking toward East Street..
Figure 31 Further
terracing on High
Street, including a
former factory
premises. Note
the organically
stepped roofline
and strong
building line.
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6.2

Areas of Archaeological Potential

Archaeological interest can be both remains surviving below the ground or
evidence for past activity that is contained within standing buildings and
structures. Evidence of past settlement remains in Long Buckby contribute
to the special historic interest and setting of the conservation area; they
enhance the legibility of the development of the settlement and have the
potential to yield further evidence of the area’s history.

Areas of archaeological potential which make a particularly strong
contribution to the immediate setting of the conservation area will be
considered for inclusion within the boundary as per Historic England
advice. Not all areas can reasonably be including within the conservation
area. The exclusion of areas from the boundary does not reduce their
positive contribution to the setting of the conservation area through their
historic interest nor preclude the possibility of that area yielding significant
archaeological evidence which may enhance understanding of the past.

Potential archaeological deposits within the conservation area include:
AP1: Long Buckby Ringwork Castle (The Mounts)
AP2: Medieval and post medieval tenement groups on Market Place, King
Street and Skin Yard Lane
AP3: Medieval and post-medieval tenement groups High Street
AP4: Medieval and post-medieval tenement groups Nun’s Lane
AP5: Medieval tenement groups Harbidges Lane
AP6: Medieval and post-medieval tenement groups West Street
Potential archaeological deposits on the edge of the conservation area
include:
AP7: Medieval enclosure and tenements at Salem
AP8: Ridge and furrow and possibly medieval warren site north of St
Lawrence’s Church
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Figure 33 map showing archaeological potential.
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6.3

Public Open Spaces

The only public open spaces within the conservation area are St
Lawrence’s Church yard and the area surrounding the ringwork castle
known as The Mounts. Both of these spaces hold inherent historical
interest. The churchyard is intrinsic to the character of the church and also
Church Street, which has a quiet rural feel. It is surrounded by an
ironstone wall which also contributes to its historic character.
The Mounts, as the ringwork castle of Long Buckby is colloquially known,
comprises the earthworks of the inner motte and eastern bailey of the
early medieval castle site. Although surrounded by development, its
openness has a somewhat tranquil character today.

6.4

Footpaths

There are numerous footpaths crossing the village, many of which run on
the lines of historic routes from the originally split settlements of Salem,
Buckby and Cotton End, as well as southwards towards the Brington Road.
There are also many important views which can be seen from footpaths
throughout Long Buckby, which contribute to the historic character of the
settlement.
Historic footpaths still in use in the village are as follows:
FP1: Footpath from Cotton End to The Banks (fragmented)
FP2: Footpath from St Lawrence’s Church to the “top mill”
FP3: Footpath from Brington Road to Station Road along medieval
Coventry to Northampton Road (fragmented)
FP4: Footpath north of Holmfield Terrace along medieval Coventry to
Northampton Road (fragmented)
FP5: Footpath west of Lime Avenue northwards to Foxhill
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6.5

Views

Views and vistas impact upon and contribute to how the conservation area
is experienced, both within the boundary and from outside the
designation. Being a linear settlement with varying landform, views of the
surrounding landscape are also an important consideration for the setting
of the conservation area.
As well as the overall contribution of the surrounding landscape, individual
features can create particular interest within views.

Views within the conservation area
V1 & V2: View of King Street and Market Place
This vista stretches from King Street in the west across the road junction to
Market Place in the east, primarily indicating the central open space
enclosed by shops and houses.

V3: View along Sanders Terrace
This view runs along the small terrace, channelled by the building line.

V4: View along King Street
This view is channelled along King Street by the enclosure created on
either side through the strong building line. The road has a slight bend
which draws the eye along its length to Sibley House (grade II listed).

V5: View of West Street
This view is focussed on the terraced properties lining West Street, looking
from the junction with Harbidges Lane.

V6: View south on Harbidges Lane
This short view stretches along the lane towards the gable end of Nos.1012, a prominent stone building.

V7: View along former “Hog Lane” Terrace
This narrow view is channelled along the small terrace formerly named
“Hog Lane” which follows the approximate line of the medieval route
through towards the castle.

V8: View east towards St Lawrence’s Church
This view stretches upwards towards the church from the junction with
West Street, and has an enclosed leafy character owing to the trees and
walls of Church Farm to the north, and the buildings lining the road to the
south.

V9: View of Church Farm pasture and orchards from
churchyard
This short vista takes in the pasture and small orchard to the north of
Church Farm, which contributes to the tranquil, rural character of this part
of the village.
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V10: View along Church Street

V15: View along High Street towards Knutsford Lane

This view is channelled past the church by the prominent stone boundary
wall of the churchyard which is a key feature of the lane and its character.
The buildings along the lane enhance the sense of enclosure.

As the road bends, an emerging view is created along High Street,
enclosed on the northern side by Nos. 63-67 and terminating at Nos.1-3
Knutsford Lane, a prominent house on the corner of the street.

V11: View north on Nun’s Lane

V16: View east on East Street

This short view is channelled along Nun’s Lane by the brick terraced
cottages and the churchyard’s boundary walling. The lane has a quiet rural
character and the vernacular style of the cottages contributes to its
atmosphere.

This view is of the collection of late Victorian and early Edwardian brick
dwellings situated around the junction with Holyoake Terrace. The road
opens out slightly here to allow a wider view of the houses, and their
similarity in design forms a coherent grouping.

V12: View of St Lawrence’s Church from north

V17: View along Holyoake Terrace

This short view of the church is a significant view upon entering the village
from the north directly into the church yard. This area has a quiet tranquil
character, enhanced by the numerous trees in the churchyard.

This view is channelled along Holyoake Terrace from the junction with East
Street, and regularity is formed by the building line and characteristic slim
chimneys of the terrace. At the entrance to the terrace, two detached
brick dwellings frame the view.

V13: View east along High Street
This wide, long view stretches along the length of High Street. Enclosure is
created by the strong building line, and regularity is formed by the
traditional shopfronts on the street.

V14: View south on Brington Road
This view is focussed down the lane towards the United Reformed Church
and The Manse, both grade II listed.

Views towards the conservation area
V18: View west on East Street
This view into the conservation area shows the collection of late Victorian
and early Edwardian brick dwellings built at the edge of the village
alongside the workers’ housing on Holyoake Terrace. The view is
characterised by the bend in the road, showing the gable ends and similar
rooflines of each property. Their chimneys make a particular contribution
to the view.
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V19: View of Long Buckby Castle earthworks

V23: View south from Salem

This vista takes in the earthworks of Long Buckby Castle, which is a
Scheduled Monument, and one of the few green open spaces within the
village. The view is enclosed by trees on each side and the area has a
tranquil character.

The view south from Salem, on Syers Green Lane, contributes to the
character of Long Buckby’s rural setting. From the footpath, earthworks of
possible earlier medieval tenements can be made out in the ground.

V20: View along Station Road
This view along Station Road is channelled into the busy centre of the
village, enclosed to the east by historic terraced cottages and significant
stone boundary walling.

V21: View towards Nos.8 and 10 West Street from footpath
From this footpath north of the village there is a clear view to the rear of
Nos.8-10 West Street which stand out on the edge of the village. The
majority of the other properties are hidden from view.

V24: View north from St Lawrence’s churchyard
This long, open view from the churchyard stretches out across the open
fields, layered with stone boundary walling in the foreground. It
contributes strongly to the village’s rural setting.

V25: View north along The Banks
Similar to the view along West Street, the view north along The Banks
provides an open view of the hills rising beyond the village, channelled in
the foreground by the terraced housing built along the road in the late
Victorian and early Edwardian periods.

Views from the conservation area
V22: View west towards Murcott
This view along West Street stretches out of the village towards Murcott
and the open fields beyond which frame the view and contribute to the
village’s rural setting.
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V2

V1

V4

V3

V6

V5

Figure 34 images showing important views.
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V7

V10

Figure 35 images showing important views.

V8

V9

V11

V12
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V13

V14

V16

V17

V15

V18

Figure 36 images showing important views.
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V19

V21

V20

V22

V23

V24

Figure 37 images showing important views.
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V25

V26

V27

Figure 38 images showing important views.
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Figure 39 Views map.
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6.6

Open Space Analysis

Open space analysis is a method used to assess the contribution of open
space to the character and appearance of the conservation area5.
The rural nature of the majority of Daventry District is such that landscape
often makes a significant contribution to the character and appearance of
conservation areas within it.
In 2016, a methodology for analysing the contribution of landscape within
Craven District was formulated by Historic England.6 This methodology is
as follows and has been used for an open space analysis at the Long
Buckby Conservation Area:
Open space is defined as common land, farmland, countryside and
recreational spaces (including school grounds, churchyards and
cemeteries.)
The analysis considered open space inside and outside the conservation
area boundary, where it formed its immediate context.
Fieldwork was combined with an analysis of historic mapping and other
secondary sources. From this, the following factors were taken into
account in assessing the contribution of open space to the character and
appearance of each conservation area:
1. the historical relationship and function of open space

5

Alan Baxter Ltd (2016) Craven Conservation Areas Project: Potential Conservation Area
Designations August 2016

2. its contribution to the form and structure of historical settlements
3.

how open space is experienced and viewed from within the boundary
of the conservation area (for example, there are many long views from
within conservation areas to the wider landscape that are fundamental
to their character and appearance)

4. how the pattern of historic settlements and their relationship to the
wider landscape can be understood when looking in from outside (and
sometimes at considerable distance, from hills and scarps)
The following grades have been used to assess the contribution of open
space to the conservation area and are mapped in Figure 39:
Purple: Open space that makes a significant contribution to the character
and appearance of the conservation area.
Pink: Open space that makes some moderate contribution to the character
and appearance of the conservation area.
Brown: Open space that makes no or negligible contribution to the
character and appearance of the conservation area
Areas which make a particularly strong contribution to the immediate
setting of the conservation area will be considered for inclusion within the
boundary as per Historic England advice. Not all areas can reasonably be

6

https://www.cravendc.gov.uk/media/1818/craven_ca_appraisals_introduction_august_2
016.pdf
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including within the conservation area. The exclusion of areas from the
boundary does not preclude positive contribution.
Areas adjacent to the conservation area boundary that are either
inaccessible or not visible from a public space at the time of the appraisal
have not been included in Open Space Analysis. This does not preclude
the possibility that they make a positive contribution to the setting and/or
character of the conservation area.

OS1: St Lawrence’s Churchyard and adjacent pastureland
The churchyard of St Lawrence’s makes a significant contribution to the
character, appearance and setting of the conservation area.
The churchyard is integral to the significance of the grade I listed St
Lawrence’s Church, whilst also contributing to the quiet and rural
character of Church Street and Nun’s Lane. This effect is created by the
secluded nature of the churchyard, enhanced by a number of mature trees
which provide shelter and enclosure. To the north the tranquil atmosphere
of the churchyard extends to the pastureland north of Church Farm, which
in turn acts as a transitionary space with views to the open countryside
beyond. The pasture has a pleasant, rural character, which is contributed
to by the presence of livestock and fruit trees. Hedgerows act as historic
field boundaries to the north of Church Farm creating a linear effect and
strengthening the visual form of the fields in views (No.24). Copses also
add visual interest to these views northwards. It particularly contributes
to the setting of the conservation area.

OS2: “The Mounts” Long Buckby Ringwork Castle
Long Buckby ringwork castle, also known colloquially as “The Mounts”,
makes a significant contribution to the character and appearance of the
conservation area. Dating to the 11th century, the castle earthworks and
bailey are a Scheduled Monument which provides important evidence for
the development of Long Buckby as a settlement, as well as of ringwork
castles more generally. The area has high archaeological potential to
increase our knowledge of both of these matters. The earthworks act as
evidence for Long Buckby’s early seigneurial associations with the Earls of
Leicester, and the later movement of settlement focus to the north and
east. Today the earthworks are a valuable local open space resource.

OS3: United Reformed Church yard
The yard to the rear of the United Reformed Church on Brington Road
makes a moderate contribution to the character and appearance of the
conservation area. The yard once overlooked open countryside, and is
enclosed by historic walling and forms an important aspect of the
significance of the grade II listed United Reformed Church. The yard is now
overlooked by modern housing developments, however it has retained a
quiet, tranquil character which is much in keeping with this area of
Brington Road, and as such contributes positively to the historic and
atmospheric character of the area.

OS4: Former settlement earthworks at Salem
The former settlement earthworks at Salem make a significant
contribution to the setting of the conservation area. The earthworks are
most likely medieval in date (although could contain earlier material) and
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have potential to yield archaeological evidence which could increase our
knowledge of the development of settlement at Long Buckby. Enclosures
and possible building platforms, hollow ways and ridge and furrow are
visible, as well as the potential line of the former Northampton to
Coventry Road. The earthworks are visible from the footpath to the south
of the conservation area, and there are excellent views across them to the
open countryside.

OS5: Pastureland to the north of West Street
This land makes a significant contribution to the setting of the
conservation area. There are views across the land from the public
footpath which bisects it to the rears of properties on West Street
including the grade II listed Old Dairy and its stone boundary walling. To
the north, hedgerows delineate the historic field boundaries as well as
adding visual interest alongside small copses.
Its use as pasture contributes to the rural character of the surrounding
area, in particular the tranquil nature of land north of the church.
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Figure 40 Open spaces map.
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6.7

Public Realm and Other Features of Value

The treatment of the public realm can have a great impact upon the
character and appearance of an area. This includes the design and
placement of street furniture, the effect of highways and parking, the
retention of historic surfacing, and the use and design of public spaces.
There are several features of the public realm which contribute to the
character and appearance of the conservation area. These include:




Traditional style lampposts and lanterns
The Long Buckby War Memorial, St Lawrence’s churchyard
The traditional post box on East Street opposite Ashmore

Generally, street furniture in Long Buckby is sensitively designed, as with
the traditional style lampposts in the centre of the village around Market
Place and Kings Street. There is some use of bollards to discourage
roadside parking, and several benches, all of which are black painted iron,
which creates cohesion with the lampposts. Elsewhere, public street
furniture is minimal. Telegraph poles generally serve to detract from the
appearance of the conservation area, including the overhead wires.
Highways and parking have a large impact on the public realm of Long
Buckby, which in certain areas is dominated by motor vehicles. This
sometimes serves to detract from the character of the conservation area
and there are opportunities to enhance its appearance through sensitive
change.

6.8

Trees and Green Features

At the time of survey, there is one individual Tree Preservation Order
within the conservation area (a walnut on the plot of Orchard House), one
Tree Preservation Order Area, and four Tree Preservation Order Groups.
The centre of Long Buckby is densely built up, however there are several
areas of tree planting which greatly contribute to the character and
appearance of areas within the conservation area.
St Lawrence’s churchyard is lined with trees along Church Street and Nun’s
Lane which create a sense of formal enclosure. The rear of the churchyard
also contains a number of mature trees which enhance the peaceful and
secluded character of this area. Several large trees also stand within the
plot of the adjacent Church Farm, which soften the character of the lane
and contribute to the sense of seclusion.
Mature trees also surround The Mounts, Long Buckby ringwork castle,
which provide shelter from the adjacent dwellings and enhance its visual
amenity.
To the south of Harbidges Lane leading into Salem, the lane is enclosed by
an earthen bank surmounted by tall trees which creates enclosure along
the narrow street and enhances its sense of rural character.
The plots of certain individual buildings within the village centre also
contain mature trees which contribute to their character and soften the
built environment, as at Holly House, High Street, and Orchard House and
the United Reformed Church, Brington Road.
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Roadside trees and green verges make a particular contribution on High
Street at the junction with Skin Yard Lane, and along East Street to fronts
of Nos.2-14. The trees and green verges enhance the character of the
grouping of Victorian dwellings on East Street, forming a pleasant
grouping.
Although outside the conservation area, it is worth noting that an existing
avenue of trees leading south from Salem to what would have been the
“bottom mill” quite possibly follows the line of the former Northampton to
Coventry Road. These contribute to the historic setting of the conservation
area.
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6

Architectural Character

Architectural form is a key aspect of the character and appearance of the
conservation area. Set out below is a summary of building types and
materials; including the characteristics of the form of the built
environment within the conservation area; and pictorial examples of
common materials, form and detailing, set out in the “palette”.

6.1 Building Types and Materials

the outbuildings on Miles Lane next to No.71 High Street. This simple
material is highly reflective of early vernacular, including as a method of
repair, particularly in buildings of an agricultural nature. Several 17th and
18th century properties have retained long-straw thatch roofing, including
The Old King’s Head, Nos.5,7 and 9 High Street, No.36 High Street “The
Laurels”, and No.65 High Street. Welsh slate is also a common roofing
material for buildings throughout the conservation area, as well as
instances of corrugated metal sheeting which has historically been used
locally as a replacement for thatch, or as a temporary covering. It is often
used to re-roof outbuildings of industrial or agricultural nature.

The architectural character of Long Buckby is greatly varied, reflecting its
growth since the late medieval period. This is the case for the types of
buildings, styles of architecture and the materials used. Coherence has
been created by the relatively low levels of modern infill, aside from some
larger developments, and the high numbers of remaining historic
buildings.
Many of the earliest buildings in Long Buckby have a strong vernacular,
agricultural character. The distinct quality of the architecture is obvious by
the number of designated assets. A majority of buildings within the village
dating from the 15th - 18th centuries are listed at grade II or II* (as in the
case of Holly House, High Street-II*), numbering 33 in total. These are
spread throughout the village along East Street, High Street, West Street,
Nun’s Lane and King Street. The predominant building material for
buildings predating the 19th century is regular coursed ironstone which has
a characteristic honeyed colouring. Cob has also been used as a building
material in Long Buckby, with examples at Nos.10-12 Harbidges Lane and

Figure 41 Typical vernacular stone dwelling with a thatched roof, King Street.
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As the majority of the village has grown in a broadly organic and piecemeal
manner, building in the village has occurred progressively on infill plots or
through historic demolition, which has led to a mixed palette of historic
materials in the historic core of the conservation area, on roads like King
Street, Church Street, West Street and High Street. For buildings
constructed during the 19th and 20th centuries, red brick laid in Flemish
bond is a common building material, often with slate roofing.
Evidence for the industrial history of Long Buckby is found in the number
of outbuildings and factory premises. Outbuildings are a common feature
in the village, and due to the high number of tenant workers which were
accommodated in Long Buckby from the 17th-20th centuries in outworking,
first in the woolcombing and weaving trade, thence in the boot and shoe
industry. Small garden workshops were often built behind or adjacent to
existing dwellings, following the largely organic nature of building and
development in the village up to the 20th century. These workshops are
commonly one storey in height with pitched slate roofs (some later
examples have mono-pitched slate roofs), however some examples, such
as the listed shoe-makers workshops on East Street, have small second
storey additions. Outbuildings usually lack architectural embellishment and
have a robust, utilitarian appearance. Many of the still existing
outbuildings can be seen from the highway and have retained
characteristic workshop features such as small chimneys, industrial
casement fenestration and plank doors.
Factory buildings within the village also indicate the larger commercial
presence of shoe and boot makers in the 19th century. The Castle Factory
on King Street remains, and, until recently, retained its metal framed
casement windows which typified its industrial character.

Figure 42 Typical mixture of stone and brick terraced development, King Street.

Figure 43 The former Castle Factory, King Street. Although modern
alternatives have been installed, the large factory window openings are still
apparent.
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It has three storeys and the window openings which remain show the
need for large amounts of light in the workshops, and the wide goods
entrance is still visible at street level. Various other buildings in the village
also have larger cart entrances onto to the street, as on King Street and
West Street which contribute to the partially industrialised character of
the area.
The varied social structure of the village in the 19th century is also
indicated in the diversity of non-domestic buildings, including a large
number of historic shops, concentrated on King Street, High Street and
Market Place, including the former co-operative building which holds a
prominent position in the centre of the village. Many of these shops have
retained historic shopfronts or had sympathetic features reinstated. This
includes the use of timber fascia boards, pilasters and corbels, stall risers,
architraves and fenestration. A good example is the Buck Ink Tattoo Studio
on High Street, along with several others. The indication of former shops is
also evident through the retention of extended window lintels or larger
ground floor windows themselves, such as at
Around the church, the Sunday School building, Assembly Rooms and
former schoolmaster’s house all display the Victorian predilection for
decorative architecture.

Figure 44 The village contains a number of highly styled Victorian buildings, including the
former school and school master's house, Church Street shown here. The buildings have
retained many historic features, including fenestration and contribute to the character of
the area.
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7.2

Scale and Massing

The scale and massing of historic properties within Long Buckby has
developed in its current form largely due to the number of tenements
which lined the street frontage. Throughout the village, buildings are
typically massed densely and sit forward in their plots, creating a strong
building line and a sense of enclosure. Former outbuildings also front the
street in some cases, as at No.73 High Street and on Skin Yard Lane.

iron railings enclose the front yard of the Long Buckby Infant School, which
also provide enclosure.

Most buildings sit in terraces, with earlier properties on King Street, West
Street and High Street varying in their general size and materials, whilst
planned terraces, such as at Holyoake Terrace, are uniform and generally
built of brick signifying 19th century planned development.
Some earlier farmhouses are set back from the road, such as Jellis House,
Holly House and The Laurels; these are high status buildings and stand out
as exceptions to the norm. Most dwellings are two storeys in height and sit
with their gable ends perpendicular to the road. The former Castle Factory
on King Street is a notable example of an industrial three-storey building.
Many of the other remnant industrial premises are small-scale, often
either one or two storey, with a good example sitting to the rear of No.99
High Street.

7.3

Boundary Treatments

Boundary treatments, in particular stone and brick walling are a common
feature of the conservation area. Taller examples often enclose larger
properties or complexes, such as Church Farm, Jellis House and Holly
House. These boundary treatments form enclosure in the street scene.
Several Victorian properties have low brick boundary walls enclosing small
front plots, often with brick piers to either side and iron gates. Decorative

Figure 46 Buildings in the area are commonly tightly massed and have organically stepped
rooflines, as shown here on King Street.
Figure 45 Two
storey, tightly
grouped buildings
with alternating
rooflines are
common.
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Figure 47 Brick is used for boundary treatments around 19th century brick development,
and here in this decorative example at Church Farm.

Figure 49 Stone walling is a common vernacular feature in the village,
particularly around High Street, Church Street, West Street and as
here at Brington Road.

Figure 48 A significant historic example of the use of cob walling on High
Street.
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7.4

Palette
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8

Design Guidance

The following section sets out key design principles for development
within the conservation area boundaries.
Advice should always be sought from Daventry District Council before
commencing any works. A Design Guide for Northamptonshire has been
produced by CPRE which provides useful advice7.

8.1

Alterations and Extensions

The architectural interest of Long Buckby is created by the extent and high
quality of the existing historic building stock. Generally, the village streets
have a strong building line, particularly High Street, King Street, Church
Street, Market Place, West Street and East Street, where runs of terraced
buildings are common. Many properties may have small outbuildings to
the rear, either industrial or agricultural or domestic. Opportunity should
be sought to re-use or incorporate existing historic fabric into new
proposals for alterations or extensions, to retain the evidence of former
uses which may be at risk.
Extensions on facades facing the highway (including porches) may disrupt
the strong and consistent building line causing harm to its character.
Proposals for alterations and extensions should not adversely affect the
character or appearance of the conservation area or its setting. Alterations
and extensions should be sympathetic to the character of the building in
terms of proportions, scale, materials, and detailing. New development,

7

including extensions, should respect the appropriate pattern of historic
plot formation.

8.2

Scale

The majority of buildings within Long Buckby are domestic and two storeys
tall, with the exception of several notable buildings which were formerly
not in domestic use, such as the Assembly Rooms, Church Street and the
Castle Factory, King Street.
Aside from planned terraces like Holyoake Terrace, many of the buildings
within Long Buckby have very slight variations in roof height and pitch
(almost all domestic properties having pitched roofs) which indicates the
organic nature of development throughout the village and contributes to
its character.
Overall, additions to existing buildings or new development will generally
not exceed two storeys, and the ridgeline should respect the ridgeline of
adjacent buildings.
Small terraces with a horizontal emphasis are a feature of the area.
Ridgelines are typically varied across the conservation area, and new
development should seek to be sympathetic to this style.

8.3

Materials

The use of vernacular ironstone, cob, and thatch is common within Long
Buckby, particularly in buildings pre-dating the 19th century, and also later

https://www.cprenorthants.org.uk/media/pdf/cpre-ncdg.pdf
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high status properties, such as the Congregational Church which is built in
stone. The ironstone used is laid in courses with light lime mortar. Some
stone buildings have stone quoins, such as No.3 King Street (grade II
listed). Cob is often used for repairs and boundary walling, with the
notable example of use at Nos.10-12 Harbidges Lane which has late 15th
century foundations.
The scale of growth during the 19th century led to a large number of redbrick buildings being built in the village. Most are laid in Flemish bond.
Continuity of materials greatly contributes to the area’s character and
development must be sensitively designed with this in mind.
The use of local materials if possible is encouraged. Pointing on historic
buildings should be subservient and done using an appropriate grade of
lime mortar, avoiding ribbon or strap style.
Rendering generally serves to detract from the visual amenity and
uniformity of the street scenes and should be avoided. When considering
exterior painting and rendering, masonry paints are often not acceptable
for use on buildings which pre-date 1919, as they can have a damaging
effect on stone and brickwork. In these cases it is more appropriate to use
a lime-based render or lime wash.

8.4

Detailing

The majority of buildings within Long Buckby are utilitarian in design.
Earlier stone dwellings may have some detail such as quoins, date stones
or other contemporary, unfussy decoration. Later brick properties may
often have dentil courses at the eaves and segmented arches over
windows. Historically non-domestic properties may have decoration on

their exteriors, such as the Co-op building and Sunday School signage
which contributes to their historic character. Detailing throughout the
conservation area is generally simple in style, reflecting the agricultural
nature of many of the properties. More elaborate detailing is usually
reserved for larger dwellings, and often takes the form of ashlar window
surrounds, coped gables, stone kneelers and classical door entablature.
Superfluous detailing which cannot be related to the existing historic
environment in Woodford should be avoided.
Existing detailing can contribute to and enhance the character of the area,
and should be retained wherever possible.

8.5

Windows

There is a variety of traditional windows within the conservation area,
including opening casement, sliding sash and fixed casement in a number
of styles. Common features of traditional windows are that domestic
windows are generally timber with slim glazing bars and frames, and that
the majority are painted white. There are some examples of black painted
windows frames also. Due to the number of non-domestic and high status
properties in the village, there are examples of highly decorative windows,
as at the Congregational Church, the arched windows of which have Ytracery. See the palette and Section 7.4.
Traditional windows should be retained, maintained and repaired as far as
possible.
Dormer windows and roof lights are generally not acceptable on the front
elevations of historic properties, and if used on rear elevations should be
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designed so that they are in proportion with the building and do not
dominate the roof slope. Roof lights should be fitted flush to the roof line.

Porches, as opposed to timber canopies, are not a common feature often
due to the proximity of dwellings to the highway.

Simple eyebrow detailing should be used in situations accommodating
thatch.

Porches should not detract from or overwhelm the visual amenity of the
relevant building elevation, and be appropriately proportioned and scaled.

If replacement of traditional windows is necessary, they should be:

8.7

• sensitive to the original style;

Traditional roofing materials such as thatch, slate, tile and corrugated
metal should be retained wherever possible.

• generally, either timber or metal double casement;
• if painted, window frames should be either white or where possible a
relevant sensitive colour based on the originals;
• original stone and wooden lintels should be retained and every care
taken not to damage them if the windows are being replaced; and,
• uPVC is generally not an appropriate material for use in an historic
property.

8.6

Doors and Porches

Traditional doors within the conservation area are often simple four- panel
styles. Plank doors are also common for agricultural and industrial
buildings.
Traditional doors should be retained, maintained and repaired as far as is
possible. Generally, UPVC is not an appropriate replacement for traditional
timber.

Roofing

Ridgelines should be carefully designed so as not to obscure views of
historic buildings or surrounding countryside. Steeply pitched roofs are a
common feature of some older, stone buildings indicating that they were
formerly thatched; later slate roofs are of more shallow pitch. Modern
development should seek to sit subservient to historic properties rather
than dominating them.

8.8

Setting

There will be a presumption against developments which negatively affect
the setting of a conservation area, particularly if they affect views into, out
of and through the conservation area.
Important trees should be replaced where felling takes place, so as to
conserve the green setting of the conservation area.
Views out to the countryside to the north and west are very important to
the character of the conservation area and its setting.
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8.9

Public Realm

The public realm should enhance the character of the conservation area.
Surface materials should, where possible, be sympathetic to the
surrounding built form, and historic materials should be retained or
reinstated in all possible cases. Signage and street furniture should not
detract from the visual amenity of the street scape; their design should be
sympathetic and number kept to a minimum in order to avoid clutter
whilst properly taking account of public safety.
Satellite dishes should not be placed on the principal elevations of
buildings, as they serve to detract from the visual amenity of the
conservation area. Furthermore, external wiring should not be taken
across the frontage of a building; or, where unavoidable, should be
consolidated and kept tidy so as not to affect the visual amenity of the
building or street scape.
Any new development should seek to ensure that measures are taken so
that large waste bins are not visible to the street, including back land.
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8.10 Shopfronts
Historic shopfronts are an
integral part of the
character of the
conservation area, making
a particular contribution
to High Street, Market
Place and King Street in
the centre of the village.
Long Buckby developed as
a local commercial centre
through its medieval
market, and in the 19th
century a number of
shops were established in
the village.

Timber
fascia

Architrave

Many of the shops have
retained traditional
shopfronts which make a
strong positive
contribution to the
character of the
conservation area. The
Timber casement
example below shows
traditional features of the
shopfront which should
guide future development and reinstatement.

Timber
door

Pilaster
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Figure 50 An attractive traditional shopfront on HIgh Street, with timber features.

Figure 52 A sympathetic shopfront with timber features installed in a listed
building.

Figure 51 an example of unsympathetic signage on an historic building.
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9

Opportunities for Enhancement

9.1

Local List

Local List candidates are judged by criteria assessing their age; condition
and quality; rarity; group value; and historic associations. Locally Listed
assets within Long Buckby and their reasoning are as follows:
Church Street

There are many buildings and structures which make a positive
contribution to the character and appearance of the conservation area.
These are generally structures which:





have individual architectural merit, representative of a particular
period or style;
are representative of local vernacular;
provide evidence of a settlement’s historic development;
make a contribution to the streetscape or sit within a particular
important grouping of buildings.

Certain buildings, structures and sites make an exceptional positive
contribution to the character and appearance of the conservation area or
its setting over and above typically representative buildings and structures.
In response to this, Daventry District Council is producing a “Local List” of
locally special buildings, structures or sites, which provides those assets
included on the list with appropriate consideration. The Local List differs
from statutory “Listed Buildings” in that an asset’s inclusion on the Local
List does not confer any further planning controls. Rather, being included
on the Local List provides weight to the asset’s retention, should it be at
risk.



Church Farm
Church Farm is an 18th-19th century farm complex
immediately west of St Lawrence’s Church, enclosed by a tall
brick boundary wall with 20th century ball finials at the piers
and a modern central gate. The complex is formed of two
building ranges laid out either side of a courtyard
perpendicular to Church Street, one to the east which
comprises the main house today, and that to the west which
is formed of several barns. The east range is built in red brick
with a pitched slate roof. The windows are timber casement,
painted white, with segmented arches above. Three double
sets of chimneys sit at the apex of the roof.
The barns are set at irregular heights and those furthest
from the road are built in ironstone, contrasting to the
remainder built in red brick. It would appear that traditional
fenestration and doors remain in this barn range. The farm
has a close relationship with the church, and its walls and the
mature trees in its plot contribute to the sense of enclosure
on Church Lane. The orchard and pasture to its rear also
contributes to the tranquil nature of this part of the
conservation area.
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modern alternatives; the windows were formerly quite
decorative fixed metal casements. The building forms a
strong grouping with the adjacent church.

Figure 53 Church Farm.



Former St Lawrence’s Church School Rooms
The former St Lawrence’s Church School Rooms are a
substantial Victorian brick building built on the eastern side
of the church. The building has a utilitarian appearance, with
small decorative details such as the classical hood moulds
around the windows and the castellated tops of the two
entrances. The carved wording showing the separate boys’
and girls’ entrances remains, as does the later 20th century
timber signage indicating the building’s use. The fenestration
has unfortunately been replaced with unsympathetic

Figure 54 St Lawrence's School Room.
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Former Assembly Rooms
The former Long Buckby Assembly Rooms on Church Street
is another substantial red-brick building dating to the early
20th century. The building has a prominent roofline,
decorated with Dutch gables and a central projecting
pyramidal tower capped with slate. The round-arched
windows are another notable feature, with stone dressings
and sills, and brick hood moulds. Decorative cartouches are
sited either side of the main arched doorway. It is now in
residential use.



School Master’s House
The former Victorian School Master’s House is a good
example of the high Victorian architectural style,
incorporating a number of details, such as prominent gables,
lancet arch windows, brick arch detailing, finial detailing and
a large chimney stack.

Figure 56 The Old School Master's House.

Figure 55 Former Assembly Rooms.
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High Street



Former Co-operative Hall
The Long Buckby Co-operative Hall was opened in 1910 by
the Long Buckby Self Assistance Industrial Society Ltd (the
first Co-operative society in Northamptonshire, established
in 1858 to assist local workers). The building stands in a
prominent position on the junction of High Street and
Church Street. Historically, the premises was used for
meetings of the society, as well as social events and cinema
screenings.8 The corner of the building has a lucarne- style
gable with a clock and an embossed sign advertising the Cooperative.



Long Buckby Infants’ School
The infants’ school stands on High Street in the centre of the
village and is a good example of late Victorian village school
architecture with a double-gabled frontage in the revivalist
style, built in 1894. The building is built of red brick with a
slate roof and two central chimneys. The frontage has
decorative string courses and pebbledash at the apex of the
gables. The school has been enlarged in the 20th century at
the rear.

Figure 58 Long Buckby Infants School.
Figure 57 Former Co-op Hall.

8

http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/40887
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King Street



Former Castle Factory
The former Castle Factory was one of several larger shoe and
boot making factories in Long Buckby which were
established in the second half of the 19th century. The Castle
Factory, King Street is one of only two which remain, the
other being the Community Centre which was previously the
“Pinafore Factory”. The building has retained its character as
a factory, standing out on King Street for being three storeys
tall with numerous large windows necessary to allow light in
for the factory work. The large carriage entrance remains at
ground floor level. Until recently, the original casement
fenestration remained, however this has been replaced with
modern UPVC. The decorative stone dressings with keystone
detail remain.



The Peacock Public House
The Peacock Public house is one of several pubs within the
village, holding a prominent position on the junction of King
Street and Church Street near to the Market Place. The pub
has a stone range with a steeply-pitched, coped gable to the
rear which sits perpendicular to Church Street and would
appear to be 18th century in date. The main rooms of the
pub sit immediately adjacent to this and are likely to date
from the 19th century, although they may have an earlier
base. The building is whitewashed with a slate roof.

Figure 59 Peacock Public House.
Figure 60 Former Castle Factory.
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Market Place



Baptist Chapel
The former Congregational Church (now the Long Buckby
Baptist Church) on Market Place was constructed in 1846. It
is a typically simple non-conformist church built in local
ironstone with the gable facing outwards into Market Place.
Three upper storey arched windows sit below a stone string
course, and contain decorative Y-tracery timber fenestration.
The three openings on the ground floor which lie
immediately below the windows create pleasing symmetry
typical of the non-conformist style.

East Street



Holyoake Terrace factory
The small factory which runs along the western edge of
Holyoake Terrace is evidence of the growth of shoe
manufacture in the village during the 19th century. It sits as a
grouping with the adjacent terrace of workers’ housing, as
well as the larger residence to the front which may have
housed the foreman or factory owner, displaying clearly the
planned expansion of the village. The building has retained
20th century utilitarian casement fenestration, which can be
seen from the highway, and has a clear industrial character.
The dwelling fronting the street is in the polite Victorian style
of the late 19th century, with three bays, sliding sash
windows and a pitched slate roof.

Figure 62 Baptist Chapel.

Figure 61 Holyoake Terrace factory to rear of dwelling.
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Station Road


Nos.49 and 51 Station Road
A pair of semi-detached early 20th century dwellings which
have retained a large number of historic features including
their decorative windows and doors, as well as roofline
detailing. Although outside the conservation area, they make
a very positive contribution to the character of Station Road
and reflect the trend for building along its length in the
Victorian and Edwardian period due to the success of the
shoe and boot trade.

Figure 63 Nos.49-51 Station Road.
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Figure 64 map showing local list candidates.
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9.2

Article 4 Directions

Certain “permitted development” rights are automatically withdrawn as
the result of conservation area designation, meaning that planning
permission is normally required to undertake particular works (see Section
2.3). However, many works, such as the replacement of windows, doors or
the painting of the exterior of a property are not controlled through
conservation area designation and remain permitted development. Over
time, these works can have a significant effect on the character and
appearance of a conservation area which may cause harm to its special
interest. In order to preserve the character of a conservation area the
District Council may choose to remove certain permitted development
rights through the placement of an Article 4 Direction. The result of an
Article 4 Direction is that permitted development rights are withdrawn and
planning permission is required to undertake certain works.
The placement of an Article 4 Direction is a separate process to
conservation area designation, requiring further focussed consultation.
Certain Article 4 Directions are being explored as the result of this
appraisal and are detailed below.

Location

Proposed Development Rights to
be removed

Alteration or replacement of
windows and doors

East Street

Alteration or replacement of roof
coverings
Construction or demolition of
walls, gates and fences

No.21, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2
Holyoake Terrace
Nos.1-31 inclusive
High Street
No.99, 82, 80, 79, 77, 75, 74, 73,
72, 70, 68, 66, 64, 61, 60, 59, 58,
55, 53, 41, 40, 39, 38, 37, 33, 25,
23, 20, 19, 18, 16, 10a, 4a, 3a,
Knutsford Lane
No.1, 3, Coach House
Brington Road
No.1, 3, 5, 6a, 6b, 6c, 8, 12, 14,
Market Place
No. 4, 6, 7, 8, 16, 17, 18
Station Road
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No.2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11
King Street
1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
20a, 21, 22, 23, 24, 32, 34, 36, 38,
40, 42
West Street
No.1, 3, 5, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 23, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38
Harbidges Lane
No.4, 6, 14, 16, 16a, 16b
Holmfield Terrace
No.1,3, 5, 7, 9, 17, 19, 21, 23
Church Street
No. 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 21a,
The Old School, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28,
28a, 31, 33, 33a, 39, 41, 43, 45,
49, 51, Little Bethel
The Banks
No.2,4, 6, 8,
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9.3 Opportunities for Enhancement
9.3.1 Market Place
Market Place is historically an open space which reflect is usage for
markets since the medieval period. It is enclosed by historic buildings
which contribute to its character, and the central area is used for parking.
Whilst the parking is useful, the cars, signage and traffic detract from the
historic character of Market Place, and the area could be redesigned to
enhance the historic environment. Furthermore, unsympathetic modern
development, both residential and commercial, around Market Place also
detract from its character and future development proposals should seek
to enhance its character by developing in a manner which is in keeping
with the historic buildings.

development of the buildings and defences of the ringwork and the baileys
as well as contributing positively to the local historic environment today.
Over time the setting of the castle has become diminished, however.
There has been development around it on all sides, which has severed its
relationship with its hinterland and other landmarks in the village, such as
the church, almost completely. The hollow way to the south, which may
reflect the route of the Coventry-Northampton road, is very sensitive to
change (see fig 56). Future development decisions are required to have
regard to the Scheduled Monument under legislation, and should seek to
enhance the monument’s setting, where possible. The images following
show the current visual setting of the monument.

9.3.2 High Street Shops
Several shops on High Street have retained or restored historic shopfronts
which contribute positively to the character of the area (See section 8.10).
There are, however, a number of unsympathetic shopfronts which could
be redesigned to enhance the character of the street. The use of large
decals in windows, UPVC shopfronts, in particular windows doors and
fasciae, detract from the historic interest of the area.

9.3.3 Long Buckby Ringwork Castle
The castle at Long Buckby is a Scheduled Monument. The earthworks of
the motte and bailey are still evident, and are likely to retain considerable
potential for the preservation of archaeological evidence concerning the

Figure 65 View west from the castle.
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Figure 66 View north from the castle.
Figure 68 View south from castle.

Figure 67 View east from the castle.
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Figure 69 the hollow way shown to the left of the photograph, south of the castle.
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10 Management Plan
Local planning authorities have a duty placed on them under Section 71 of
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 to draw
up and publish proposals for the preservation or enhancement of
conservation areas.
Conservation area appraisals undertaken within Daventry District help to
identify threats to the character of the conservation area and
opportunities for enhancement, which can then be developed into
Management Plans which seek to address these issues through
recommendations.
The following threats to the character and appearance of the Long Buckby
Conservation Area have been identified through the appraisal. Each Threat
is accompanied by a Recommendation which should be used to guide
future management and address key issues.

10.1 Threats and Recommendations
Threat: Loss of traditional features
Over time there has been some loss of original and traditional features,
such as traditional fenestration, from properties across Long Buckby
through piecemeal development. In some cases inappropriate modern
alternative materials and designs have been used as a replacement which
has caused harm to the character and appearance of the area. Loss of
original and traditional features in this way constitutes a threat to the
character and appearance of the conservation area generally. The main
areas at risk are fenestration, doors and roof coverings. Many traditional
timber windows and doors have been replaced with inappropriate uPVC

alternatives which results in the loss of historic fabric whilst also leading to
the introduction of less sympathetic design styles; modern windows in
particular often have thicker frames and adhesive glazing bars (rather than
slim structural glazing bars). The “storm-proof” casements which are now
common also do not reflect the traditionally flush-fitting fenestration.
During the 20th century roof coverings were sometimes replaced with
concrete tile, which also diminishes the character of the conservation
area, where it would be appropriate to replace with slate or thatch.

Recommendation
Development, including permitted development, should preserve or
enhance the character and appearance of the conservation area through
the understanding of the importance of original or traditional features.
Wherever possible, original or traditional features should be maintained,
repaired and retained. Current conservation guidance, including this
document, should be consulted to inform any works and advice sought at
an early stage from the District Council.
The Council will explore the use of Article 4 Directions to restrict permitted
development rights to preserve and enhance the character and
appearance of the conservation area. See Section 9.2 for further details.
The Council will the adoption of candidates to the Local List, recognising
their particular positive contribution to the character and appearance of
the conservation area. See Section 9.1 for further details on locally listed
assets.
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Threat: unsympathetic conversion of outbuildings or other
structures to dwellinghouses
Traditional outbuildings make an important contribution to character and
local distinctiveness and a positive approach to their retention and reuse is
necessary. Long Buckby in particular contains a number of former shoemaking outbuildings used by outworkers in the 18th and 19th centuries, as
well as later small factory premises such as that on Holyoake Terrace,
which has retained 20th century industrial casement fenestration. In some
cases the conversion of outbuildings or industrial premises can cause harm
to the historic interest of certain heritage assets, through the addition of
domestic features. This can be particularly harmful to former agricultural
and industrial buildings, through the addition of roof lights, porches,
satellite dishes, solar equipment and radio antennae. See the maps and
images at Figs 11-13 for reference.

Recommendation
The sensitive re-use of heritage assets can provide the necessary resource
to secure the asset’s future maintenance, and any changes must be
carefully considered to minimise harm to the significance of the asset. In
the case of agricultural and industrial buildings, care should be taken to
limit the influence of domestic elements, including the introduction of new
openings, fenestration, porches, domestic detailing or the removal of
boundary treatments and historic surfacing.

Threat: Loss of historic shopfronts
Historic shopfronts make a strong contribution to the character of the
conservation area. There are a number of shopfronts on High Street,

Market Place and King Street which have retained traditional features, as
set out in the example at Section 8.10 above. Where these elements have
been replaced with modern alternatives, it diminishes the character of the
conservation area. There are also examples on King Street and High Street
where former ground floor shop windows have been retained in
properties now in full residential use, which maintains the historic
continuity of the conservation area and allows us to read the historic
growth of shopping in the village.

Recommendation
Proposals for the alteration, reinstatement or creation of shopfronts
should have regard to the Daventry District Shopfronts in Conservation
Areas SPD. Wherever possible, traditional elements should be retained
and repaired, rather than replaced. Where repair is not possible,
replacements should reflect the local style of traditional shopfronts, using
timber elements rather than modern uPVC.

Threat: Impact of the public realm
The treatment of the public realm has a significant impact on the character
and appearance of a conservation area. The potential loss of identified
features of value and the introduction of unsympathetic street furniture
forms a threat to the character and appearance of the conservation area.
Wherever possible the public realm should enhance the character and
appearance of the conservation area and not detract from it. Changes
have occurred within the public realm of the conservation area, such as
the introduction of modern surfacing materials, street furniture and
services, which detract from its historic character. Utilities equipment,
including telegraph poles and overhead electricity lines, often interrupts
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views and detracts from their quality. Street furniture and signage can
create clutter on the road side, which also diminishes the quality of views
and can harm the setting of historic properties, most importantly listed
buildings.
The siting and design of street furniture can also have a great impact on
the general character of a conservation area.

Recommendation
Applications for development should seek to ensure that any alterations to
the public realm preserve or enhance the character and appearance of the
conservation area. Features of value, as identified in this appraisal should
be retained wherever possible and maintained.
Wherever possible, the opportunity should be taken to place utilities
services below ground, or to consolidate street furniture and signage so
that clutter is kept to a minimum.
Street furniture should be sited and designed so as to have a minimal
impact on the character and appearance of the conservation area.
Consideration should be given to the use of sensitive and complimentary
materials, and the impact of the siting of street furniture and utilities on
established views and the settings of designated heritage assets such as
listed buildings.

Threat: Areas of Archaeological Potential
Several sites of archaeological importance spanning several thousand
years have been identified in Long Buckby parish, which may come under
pressure from future development. Areas of Archaeological Potential

within and on the fringes of the conservation area have been identified at
Section 6.2. See also the impact of development on the Long Buckby
Ringwork Castle at Section 9.3.
The area has the potential to yield further archaeology which would
enhance our understanding of its development and the development of
the wider landscape. Development proposals have the potential to have a
detrimental impact on these remains, which forms a threat to the historic
interest and subsequent character and appearance of the conservation
area.

Recommendation
Development which involves below ground excavation should have regard
to the potential for remains of archaeological interest. Professional advice
should be sought and appropriate assessment undertaken.

Threat: Highways Impacts
Development which involves alterations to highways, footways and
signage can have a dramatic impact on the character and appearance of
the conservation area. The potential further loss of historic fabric,
introduction of modern surfacing, boundary treatments and signage as the
result of highways development forms a threat to the character and
appearance of the conservation area. An increase in traffic and traffic
management systems has also had a negative impact on the character of
the conservation area, mainly in the form of street clutter and a high
proportion of on-street parking. See section 9.3 regarding parking on
Market Place.
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Recommendation
Northamptonshire County Council, as Highways Authority, should, as far as
possible, seek to ensure that works to highways and footways makes good
any historic surfaces, and that finished work does not negatively detract
from the character and appearance of the conservation area. Any
proposals for development should consider the potential impact of traffic
and parking provision on the conservation area.
In areas where parking detracts from the historic character of the village,
enhancements should be considered to improve parking facilities so that
they are sympathetic to the historic environment.
The loss of traditional materials, such as kerbstones, setts and paviours
detracts from the character and appearance of the conservation area and
is discouraged.
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Further Information and Contact Details
Information regarding conservation areas can be found on our website at:
https://www.daventrydc.gov.uk/living/planning-policy/conservationareas/

OS maps may not be reproduced without the permission of Ordnance
Survey. Images have been reproduced with permission.
Text and images in this document are subject to copyright and may not be
reproduced without appropriate referencing.

Information regarding local history can be found at the Northamptonshire
Record Office or Northamptonshire Libraries.
For advice relating to development within conservation areas, please
contact the District Council’s Development Management department via
Email: plancare@daventrydc.gov.uk or
Telephone: 01327 871100.
Information and advice for those living and working within conservation
areas can also be found on the Historic England website at:
www.historicengland.org.uk/advice/your-home/owning-historicproperty/conservation-area/.

Copyright
Ordnance Survey Maps are reproduced under license. ©Crown Copyright.
All rights reserved. West Northamptonshire Council Licensee number
100063706 2021.
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